Abstract--In this paper, we discuss the algebraic structure of blvariate C 1 cubic sphne spaces over nonuniform type-2 triangulation and its subspaces with boundary conditions. The dimensions of these spaces are determined and their local support bases are constructed. (~
The triangulation generated by drawing all northeast diagonals in all small rectangles is called a nonuniform type-1 triangulation and is denoted by /~(~)~. The triangulation generated by drawing all northeast and~ northwest diagonals in all small rectangles is called a nonuniform type-2 triangulation and is denoted by /~(~) (see Figure 1 ). Let h~ = x~ -x~_~, t~ = Y3 -Y3-1 for = 1,2,...,m and j = 1,2,...,n If h, -h, i = 1,...,m, and t 3 --t, 3 = 1,...,n, then ~,(1) and ~.(m2)~ are called (uniform) type-1 triangulation and (uniform) type-2 triangulation, and denoted by A~ ) and ~,~A(2), respectively.
For 0 < r < k 1, where r and k are integers, we define S~/k (~) a to be the vector space
consisting of all the functions s(x, y) satisfying the following conditions, Y X Spline spaces and their subspaces with boundary conditions have many applications in mechanical computation, surface fitting, computer aided geometric design (CAGD), finite-element method, and numerical solution of boundary value problem of partial differential equations. In the study of spline spaces, a basic but important problem is to determine the dimension and construct a locally supported basis for the spaces. In this direction, Chui and Schumaker [1] first studied the spline space over a rectangular partition in 1982. For uniform type-1 triangulation A(1) and type-2 triangulation A(2) Chui, Schumaker, and Wang [2, 3] In a more general case, the dimensions and bases of the spaces sl'0(A(ml)n) with k > 3, SI'I(A~ )) with k > 4, and SI'I(A~ )) with k > 3 were given by Le in [5, 6] . Based on these theoretical results, the interpolation and approximation by S 1A (/~)) and sal'I(A(m 2)) were discussed in [7] [8] [9] . As applications, the quadratic piecewise polynomials in SI'd(A~ )) (d = 0, 1) are used as spline finite elements to solve bending problem of plates [10, 11] , recently. Also, over the uniform type-1 and type-2 triangulations, linear spline prewavelets are constructed and studied intensively very recently (see [12, 13] , and the references therein). Similar to the univariate setting, bivariate cubic sphne spaces are most useful to fit smooth data and to be not too complicated in computing In this paper, we will first construct a locally supported basis of the bivariate cubic spline space S 1/£(2) ~,,~j over a nonuniform type-2 triangulation, then determine the dimension and construct a local support basis of the subspace sI'd(A(m 2)) for d = 0, 1 of the spline spaces with boundary conditions.
Approximation properties of bivariate cubic spline spaces over a uniform type-2 triangulation ~1[~(2) were studied by Lai in [14] . In this section, we construct a local basis of the space ~,3\L.~mn), which can be regarded as a generalization of the basis of ~3¢l//x(2)~--~J ~ given in [14] . 
becomes a basis of the space $31/X(2)~mnj, ~ where, without loss of generality, we set ho = to = hm+l = tn+l I 1.
The total number of the spline functions listed in (2) is 5ran + 4m + 4n + 3. Therefore, it is sufficient to verify that all of them are linearly independent over ft. For (x, y) E ~t, let s(x,y) :--ApqlS(00)(xhp, hp÷l, q,tq÷l) Then, we have that (//2 --x) 2 (2H2H~ + H~x + 3H2y) 3H 3 = y (3H2H~ 2 + 2H~y 2 + 6H~H~y -3H2H~xy -3H;2x 2) 3 ~r2 Lr/2 *'2"*i 
= 3H~3 (c) ls(°'I)(x,y, H1,H%H~,H~): = (H1 + x) 2 (-2H1H~ + H~x -3Hly)

= (H, + x) 2 (2H, H; -H;x -3H, y) 3H31
3H~3
It can be easily seen from (1) 
. 
~, -(°J)(x_x~_l,0, h,_l,h,,to, tl)+~,op1 o t L~--l,0P14
+ E,,oP(62'1) (x -x,,O, h,,to,tl)
By substituting x = x~-l, x = x~, x = x,_ 1 ~-(J./3)(xz --Xz_l) , and x = x~-i + (2/3)(x~ -x~-l) into (7), respectively, we can obtain for z = 1,..., m, 
A,,n = 0, B,,,, = 0, , = 0,1,...,m.
We also obtam 
~.~
Noticing the linear independence of 5ran -1 basis functions given below, we get the following result. 
THE SPACE
From the definition given in (1), we have
an oa J (17) 
Combining with (17), it follows that y3 -E,13t21t2.
(20)
C,-I,o (x-x,)(x-x~-1+h,)tz+C,,o (x-x,-1)(x-x,-h,)tl+2E,,o (x-x,)(x-x~_l) -O. (21)
By substituting x = X,_ 1 and x = x,_ 1 -~-h,/2 into (21), respectively, we obtain for ~ = 1,..., m, 
